OPTION TWO_GARDEN ROOM

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Create vertical emphasis.
Create an interesting roof profile
Improve visual appearance
Improve thermal performance
Maintain Fire Safety
Structural Maintenance
Heating & Electrics Upgrade

The yellow protruding fin contrasts both in colour and direction to the surrounding elements
The tower block has been divided into two separate elements and punctuated the yellow vertical balconies
Recessed coloured panels between the windows create the illusion of taller window openings
White terra-cotta is a tough durable surface increasing protection on the most exposed elevations
Windows have been regularly grouped vertically this pattern has been repeated horizontally to create a harmonious relationship between the faces for the block
New double glazed windows
New canopy / lobby options to consider
Two storey brick plinth provides a robust and durable facade at ground level and gives the block a human scale at entrance level

PLOWMAN & FORESTERS